3-D finite element analysis and experimental study on brain injury mechanism.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the basic study of mechanism of brain injury analytically and experimentally, in respect to the frequency analysis of the pressure changes. First, a three-dimensional FEM model for impact analysis was presented. The pressure changes inside a brain agar phantom and its frequency analysis were calculated. Second, an experimental system to perform an impact experiment was presented. In the impact experiments, the pressure changes inside a brain agar phantom after impact were measured. The comparison of the computer simulation and the experimental results of the impacts showed that the negative pressure, which seemed to cause the contrecoup injury at the contrecoup side of a brain, also appeared in the contrecoup side of the brain agar phantom. Finally the results of the frequency analysis of pressure changes by FFT were presented. From the results of computer simulations and impact experiments, we found similar spectrums in some frequency bands, which seemed to be the occurrence of the brain injury.